
THE VERDICT IS IN…
LAWYERS
LOVE 
FASTCASE!

“In my opinion Fastcase is the most useful 
benefit I have received from the Bar since 
 I became a member in 1986.”

- JUSTIN M. CLOUSER State Bar of Nevada member

Fastcase is the leading next-generation legal research service that 
puts smarter and more powerful searching, sorting and visualization 
 tools at your fingertips.

Improve your bottom line by making the move to free legal 
research with Fastcase. Our suite of advanced research tools 
makes your work simpler, smarter, and more effective — 
putting you ahead of the competition!

AS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE STATE BAR OF NEVADA, 
YOU HAVE FREE, UNLIMITED ACCESS TO:

Log on to Fastcase at nvbar.org today!

Federal and Nevada caselaw  

Local federal rules  

Links to court forms

Attorney General opinions  

Bankruptcy decisions  

Administrative regulations

And other information important to state bar members
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STATE BAR DIVERSITY COMMITTEE PUTS 
ITS MONEY BEHIND ITS PRINCIPLES WITH 

TWO NEW SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
The State Bar of Nevada’s Diversity Committee 

has awarded two $5,000 scholarships to University 
of Nevada Boyd School of Law students Patrick 
“Rick” Benito and Colin Seale. The scholarships 
further the committee’s mission to increase 
diversity within the state bar and the legal 
profession and to promote cultural competence.

“These scholarships sponsor just two of 
the future leaders of the legal profession with 
backgrounds and perspectives reflecting our 
changing society,” says committee chair Romeo 
R. Perez.  “I am so proud about the number of 
applicants that we had to this scholarship. I am 
humbled by the number of truly diverse people that 
we have coming through Boyd.  It is this diversity 
that we hope to carry through to the profession.”

Scholarship recipients were selected based on 
essay responses that best supported the committee’s 
mission and on qualifying students’ ties to their 
communities. “The existence of the scholarship 
shows the level of commitment of the state bar 
to broadening the awareness of diversity in and 
among our profession,” Perez maintains.

Benito grew up in inner-city Las Vegas, where 
he continues to live while supporting his family 
and attending law school full-time. He served in the 
U.S. Marine Corps for eight years as a fighter/attack 
pilot and graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy 
with a B.S. in computer science. “At its core, the 

legal profession is not about cases, statutes, or 
attorneys and judges,” says Benito. “The legal 
profession is about the people we call clients and 
the problems we help them solve. The members 
of our profession, more than in most professions, 
benefit greatly from understanding their clients 
and their clients’ goals.” Benito is entering his 
third year of law school and expects to graduate in 
May 2012.

Seale grew up as the child of an immigrant 
and single mother in Brooklyn, New York and 
overcame numerous obstacles to earn his master’s 
degree in public administration. Seale moved to Las 
Vegas, entered law school part-time, and currently 
serves as a middle school math teacher at Andre 
Agassi College Preparatory Academy, where he 
has implemented a six-week “introduction to law” 
program. Seale believes that diversity matters 
to our state bar. “Not just because of the general 
values that diversity offers to any sort of business,” 
he explains. “But because as stewards of the public 
interest, we have a role to truly represent the entire 
public.” Seale expects to graduate from Boyd School 
of Law in May 2013.

The diversity scholarships were funded by a grant 
from the state bar’s Lawyer Referal (LRIS) program.

For more information on the state bar’s 
Diversity Committee, visit www.nvbar.org/content/
diversity.

From left to right, immediate past state bar president Cam Ferenbach, scholarship 
winners Rick Benito and Colin Seale, and committee chair, Romeo Perez.


